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Political polls provide a good setting for a discussion of empirical research. They seem
simple and are often in the headlines so we’re familiar with them. Also, we don’t always
have an accessible compendium of all the studies on the same topic, but it’s pretty easy to
find polls in a presidential race during the same time period.  So polls are a convenient
example of empirical research.

You might expect that all the polls would agree if they’re conducted by reputable
professionals.  But actually, that isn’t true — and the reasons why it’s false are instructive,
not just about polls but about other kinds of empirical studies.

Consider the following table of results from political polls four years ago:

Poll DateSample
Margin
of
Error

ObamaMcCain  Spread

ABC News/Wash
Post

9/19
–
9/22

780 LV 3.5 52 43 Obama
+9

LA
Times/Bloomberg

9/19
–
9/22

838 LV — 49 45 Obama
+4

Ipsos/McClatchy
9/18
–
9/22

923 RV 3.2 44 43 Obama
+1

CNN/Opinion
Research

9/19
–
9/21

697 LV 3.0 51 47 Obama
+4

F&M/Hearst-Argyle
9/15
–
9/21

1138
LV 3.0 45 47 McCain

+2

Gallup Tracking
9/15
–
9/17

2815
RV 2.0 48 44 Obama

+4

Rasmussen
Tracking

9/15
–
9/17

3000
LV 2.0 48 48 Tie

Hotline/FD
Tracking

9/15
–
9/17

912 RV 3.2 46 42 Obama
+4

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/politics/polls/postpoll_092308.html?sid=ST2008092303897&s_pos=list
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/politics/polls/postpoll_092308.html?sid=ST2008092303897&s_pos=list
http://www.latimes.com/media/acrobat/2008-09/42527865.pdf
http://www.latimes.com/media/acrobat/2008-09/42527865.pdf
http://media.mcclatchydc.com/smedia/2008/09/23/19/644-20080923-POLL-Ipsos.large.prod_affiliate.91.jpg
http://politicalticker.blogs.cnn.com/2008/09/22/republicans-blamed-obama-gains-over-financial-crisis/
http://politicalticker.blogs.cnn.com/2008/09/22/republicans-blamed-obama-gains-over-financial-crisis/
http://media.philly.com/documents/fmpollSept2008.pdf
http://www.gallup.com/poll/110473/Gallup-Daily-Obama-48-McCain-44.aspx
http://www.rasmussenreports.com/public_content/politics/election_20082/2008_presidential_election/general_election_match_up_history
http://www.rasmussenreports.com/public_content/politics/election_20082/2008_presidential_election/general_election_match_up_history
http://www.diageohotlinepoll.com/documents/diageohotlinepoll/DiageoHotlineTracker091808data.pdf
http://www.diageohotlinepoll.com/documents/diageohotlinepoll/DiageoHotlineTracker091808data.pdf
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Most of these polls are well-known enough and  reliable enough that they are frequently
cited  by political observers and the press.  Yet the results are all over the place, ranging
from a nine-point lead for Obama to a two-point loss.

What can we learning about this, in terms of empirical studies on topics such as the
economic impact of environmental regulation or the  link between a pollutant and illness?

Here are four main implications that are relevant to  environmental studies:

Any one study has limited value in the absence of confirming evidence.  Keep1.
an open mind and try to consider the weight of the evidence, not just a single study
that may have caught your attention.  This can be hard to do when a study confirms
your expectations!
The source of a study matters.  Among the pollsters in the table, some are2.
especially respected or have a really good track record for accurately predicting
results.  Others not quite so much.  Also, Rasmussen has a “house effect” favoring
Republicans — that is, they tend to come up with more favorable GOP numbers than
other polls. (Other pollsters have the opposite house effects, but I’m not aware of any
in this particular table.) That’s significant in interpreting their findings.
Pay attention to confidence intervals and margins of error.  For instance,3.
Rasmussen shows a tie, with a 2 point margin of error.  So even if the poll is perfect,
either candidate could be up 2 or down 2 from the 48%.  Thus, it’s possible that the
race is 50-46% either way and that one candidate has a significant lead that the poll
couldn’t reliably detect.  Knowing the margin of error can also be important in
interpreting a study, too.
Consider models embedded in the study.  Notice that most of the polls are about4.
likely voters (LV).  Each pollster needs some model to decide what voters are likely to
vote, and the models aren’t necessarily the same.  So what looks like raw, unvarnished
data actually has some assumptions about voting turnout built in.  This can happen
with studies, too.

In short:

Do pay attention to empirical studies — how else can we find out about the world?

Don’t latch onto the latest study regardless of source, or assume that there’s no noise
factor in the results or that the study is free of assumptions.


